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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

IG-2300/SPT40 DOUGH SHEETER for HIGH PRECISION PASTA with 1
PAIR of ROLLED STAINLESS STEEL ROLLS long MM. 400,
PREPARED for application TAGLIASFOGLIA TOOLS, - V.
230/1 - Kw. 0,37 - weight Kg. 45 - dimensions mm.
520x520x800h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

DOUGH SHEETER for countertop pasta with HIGH PRECISION with 1 PAIR of RULED STAINLESS STEEL ROLLERS mm. 400:
stainless steel body ;
pair of 400 mm long stainless steel rollers , appropriately lined for all types of dough ;
the lining allows to obtain a slightly rough sheet for a better adherence of the seasonings ;
shaped roller opening / closing adjustment lever for easy movement ;
half-moon lever with quick lock to memorize thickness last passage, puff ;
dough entry system on the lower rollers facilitated by another neutral roller , made of stainless steel , to obtain very thin sheets ;
preparation for application of pasta cutter tools (optional / accessories);
gear reducer gears made with special resins , molded and not toothed , for a duration five times higher than normal;
application of pasta cutter with quick coupling / release ;
internal reinforcements to prevent any bending of the carcass ;
dough weight: 50 to 1000 grams ;
electrical system and safety devices according to CE standards.
OPTIONALS / ACCESSORIES:
Leaf cutting tools with cutting widths from 1.5 - 2 - 4 - 6.5 - 12 (depending on the model).

MADE IN ITALY

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,37

net weight (Kg) 45
gross weight (Kg) 51

breadth (mm) 520
depth (mm) 520
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height (mm) 800
TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

IGTS01
Leaf cutting tool, 1.5 mm cutting
Cutter width cutting tool mm. 1.5

IGTS02
Leaf cutter, 2.0 mm cut
Cutter width cutting tool mm. 2.0

IGTS03
Leaf cutter, 4.0 mm cut
Cutter width cutting tool mm. 4.0

IGTS04
Leaf cutting tool, 6.5 mm cutting
Cutter width cutting tool mm. 6.5

IGTS05
Leaf cutting tool, 12 mm cut
Cutting tool, cutting width 12 mm
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